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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thei low energy behaviour o.f 7CÎC scattering has been 
lately the suhj-ect of intense study, both experimental and theo
retical. Particularly, theoretical predictions for the S-wave 
scattering lengths are available for a long time, either in the 
form of absolute bounds derived from axiomatic field theory /l/, 
or computed in specific models. Among these, the most ^opuiar 
are the current algebra values for ,cl0 ut\ă ,a.x proposed by 
Weinberg 121. On the oth3r hand, the improved accuracy of the 
new experimental data on %% Scattering V3/ has stimulated in 
the last time a considerable amount of phenomenological studies 
of the problem. In order to extract from the data the values at 
threshold, i.e. at a point not accessible experimentally one 
has to resort to some theoretical tools, the most usual being 
various kinds of dispersion relations or noy equations M/. 
The results of all surh analyses are in agreement in recog
nizing that the S and P wave scattering lenghts seem to be 
small numbers (i.e. below 1, expressed in pion mass units). 
However, beside this general consensus, the situation is still 
very contradictory as concerns the precise values of these pa
rameters M/. The results seem to depend very strongly both 
on th3 details of the 'experimental data and on the theoretical 
method. 

A rather common opinion among phenomenologists is 
that the S-wave scattering lengths ,<Xe (1 = 0) and ,&*_ (1 = 2) 
have to be confined in the (,0LO , sCL^) plane within a small re
gion surrounding a curve known as "universal curve" M/. 
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The description of this region has been obtained firstly by 

Morgan and Shaw /5/ by means of a forward dispersion relation, 

H subsequent refinement of the method based on optimal dis-

persion relations /6/ retaining the gross features of the pre

vious region but .slightly enlarging it. An alternative deriva

tion of the "universal band,r, based on Roy equations was per

formed by Basdevant et al. I l l . However, the conclusions of a 

very recent analysis of the Roy system 181 are in a certain 

disagreement with the above results. Using in principle the 

same input as in ref. Ill, these authors found that the two 

A, - 0 scattering lengths are not so strongly correlated, in 

the sense that there exist many pairs of values for ya0 , 

y-OL^ , situated largely outside the small band around the 

universal curve 111 for which the Poy system has solutions. 

This means probably that the strong confinement of the current

ly accepted range for x(X0 , '/(X.^ is the effect of some li

mited parametrizations. We mention that some inconsistencies 

related to the universal curve have been noticed also by other 

authors, for instance in connection with the P wave scat

tering length sCL, 161. 

In view of this situation, we appreciate that a rigo

rous phenomenological investigation, as much as possible model-

independent, of the TCK scattering lengths., is necessary at 

presen:. In this work we attempted to perform such an investi

gation. We studied, by means of a new, rigorous method th^ 

constraining power of the present experimental information, 

combined with the general theoretical knowledge of fTTT 

scattering, upon the low energy features of this process. 

Stated otherwise, the problem was to know whether the experi

mental data, used in the most unl- .sped theoretical context, 
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actually favour on» of the many values proposed up to no» for 

the ATIC scattering lengths. 

- For treating this problea we applied a new aetbod, 

whioh say be considered as an alternative to the Roy equations 

and which ia suited for taking into account the present theore-

tical and experimental information without any additional hy» 

pothesea. Indeed, while in the application of the Roy equation, 

a specific Regge formula for the amplitude ie usually adopted 

for evaluating the driving term (see for instance /8/)f we 

make here no assumption about the high energy behaviour, re

lying only upon the absolute bounds derived from first princi

ples. Crossing symmetry is taken into account by means of the 

integral relations of Roskies for the partial waves. In this 

way, we are able to introduce in the formalism only a finite 

number of partial waves, for which experimental phase shifts 

are available, thus avoiding any assumptions about the higher, 

unknown, partial waves. 

Working in a more general context, than for instance 

ref. /8/, we expect to check in our work the conclusions ex

posed there. This alternative treatment is therefore useful 

for evaluating the weight of various hypotheses in narrowing 

the range of the allowed values for the scattering lengths. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we 

treat, for simplicity only the iClC* S-wave amplitude, des

cribing the simplest version of the method together with the 

experimental and theoretical input. The numerical results of 

this analysis are discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we pre

sent the general method, which correlatts the information 

about various partial wavss. The paper oontains an Appendix 

where the duality theorem fot* convex sets applied in the text 

is briefly exposed. 
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2. Deacription of tha method 

i We praaent in thia section, for simplicity, the case 

of a single partial wave, which we chogae for convenience to 

be the S-wave 1(A) of the 1C%* scattering. It is given by 

tha expression: 

/ rtf) 

in teras of the -<. = 0 phase shifts d„ and elaaticitias 
' . The 7C"lC° scattering length is therefore 

^sf^w)=H*-+2*0/2'2) 

where wa wrote as usual /Ji* — ,CL0 . Aa we mentioned 

above, we shall make no assumptions about the high energy be

haviour of -£(<*) f keeping ourselves in the most rigorous theo

retical frame. To this end we recall that >*£*), !• a real ana

lytic function inside the circle /10V 

A-icJ- I aim <*•'> 

2 2 

cut along tha real axia batwaan *. a and 52 a . Thia domain 

la entirely eontainad in tha complex region of tha A - plana 

where an absolute bound on I ifA)] can be derived from first 

principles /ll/» •• wa can write the inequality 
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A) ( ^ M(A) for|l-?6 m2| = 26 n.2 (2.1) 

where M(4) is a known function /ll/ computed explicitely (for 

details of the present calculation see /10, 15/). 

A remark about the analiticity domain considered is 

now in order: the circle (2.3), choosed by us in the practici»? 

application has the advantage that the conformai mapping re

quired for bringing the problem to a standard formulation is 

particularly simple (see below). On the other hand, as it will 

become immediately clear, this domain is rather restrictive as 

concerns the complete use of the experimental information. 

Indeed, we can take into account the experimental phase shifts 

2 2 

along the physical region for 15 m ^ A 4 52 m , which ex

pressed in cm. energy goes up to about 1 GeV. This means that 

we make use only partly of the experimental data, available at 

present up to 2.1 GeV /3/. The remedy to this shortcoming is 

simple: we must consider instead of (2.3) another domain, 

still inside the complex region where absolute hounds can be 

derived /ll/ and which extends to larger energies around the 

physical region, the only complication being a more sophisti

cated conformai mapping tKan the formula (2.8) given below 

This modified domain is required also-fdr the proper treatment 

of the higher partial waves (see next section), since they are 

very small inside the domain (2.3) and become relevant only at 

higher energies. 

In the present application we adopted for simplicity 

the domain (2.3) and, using the data of Vrotopapeecu et al. /3/ 

we constructed for 15 m £ h < 52 m the experimental ampli

tude \ (*) and the error>channel £ (A) . This gives for 

the amplitude the condition 

r-
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At this point it is worth to mention that, by allowing the am

plitude to vary around the data w.ithin the error channel, we 

adopted the most unbiased attitude concerning the experimental 

information. This will prevent the results from being, as in 

many previous otudies, too strongly dependent on the details of 

the data and therefore we expect that our conclusions will be 

stable against the changes in the input. Equations (2.4) and (2.5)' 

represent the constraints upon the amplitude, taken as input in 

our analysis. The problem is to investigate in what extent these 

constraints restrict the behaviour of the partial wave along the 

unexplored region from threshold up to 15 ra . The features of 

this low energy behaviour are expressed in terms of the scat

tering lengths and the effective range parameters by means of a 

power series expansion of the form /6/ 

^U^AActAfidtdf^^ + ItiCA-U)]], I = <U.(2.6) 

Unlike the- usual phenomenological determination of the 

scattering lengths, which assvme the validity of (2.6) above 

the c m. energy jjO MeV and extract the parameters by fitting 

the experimental phase shifts, we apply this formula cnly to 

the unknown threshold region, up to 15 m . The only assumption 

we make is that, given the values of the scattering lengths 

/0L- * tnc effective range parameters dj are determined 

by reproducing with (2.6) the first experimenta"1 phase shifts. 

We can therefore construct, by means of (2.6) and (2.1) the 

low energy amplitude , which .depends parametrically 

only on s&,0 and /O,. . 
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The problem is to establish the consistency of this 

ferm with the available information contained in equations 

(2.4) and (2.5). To this end, let us cor ider the maximum of 

the difference 11(b)- 9(+,*) | along 4 m2 £ >i £ 15 m2, / 

being a function which obeys the above constraints. For a de

finite pair of values (/*o> At} , i.e. for a fixed 

this quantity will obviously depend on \(h) • Let us further 

take the infimum of all these numbers with respect to 

the admissible analytic functions L , i.e. let us compute 

| kitt At Km* 

If e good choice, compatible with (2.4) and (2.5), for the 

pair (iQ.0) /Oj is made,'this would manifest itself in the possi

bility of a good approximation of the low energy amplitude 

,A) through an admissible ' $(A) . The parameter £° 

will have therefore a reasonable low value. If, on the contra

ry, a pair inconsistent with the input information is taken, 

it will surely yielJ a comparatively higher value for £ , 

reflecting the inability of the functions obeying (2.4) and 

(2.5) to pass, along the low energy region, close enough t© 

The parameter £." defined in (2.7) seems therefore 

to be a reasonable criterion for measuriag the "goodness" of 

various pairs of (<L6) 0L^\ and for discriminating among them. 

Prom the dependence of £° upon fo,,d,)we can infer whether 

some pairs are indeed strongly favoured by the data, these 

corresponding to marked minima in £.° . On the other hand, a 

resulting picture revealing a weak variation of £° with the 
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values (*L0,/**t), «t least when these are located in sosw re

gion in the (ifttj/A,) plane indicates that all these values 

are equally favoured. As we shall show in the next section, our 

numerical analysis gave support to the last alternative. 

The effective calculation of (2.6) amounts to sol

ving a functional extremum problem. We shall first bring the 

conditions to a standard form, by making the conformai transfor

mation /ll/ 

i(A)-. — . (2.8) 

12 * - i [ « C-6- W)(*U + 52 m1)] * 

This maps the domain (2.3) of the A> - plane into the unit 

disk | l\ i 1, such that the cut 4 m2 < -4 ^ 52 m2 become? 

the r ight semicircle 5 - e < d , - n-jz ^ & C K fx , the 

f ront ier of the disk (2.3) the left semicircle JL/Z 4 6 6 3ic/a 

and the unphysical region 0 ^ /£ £ bn the diameter - 1 £ x £ 1. 

In th i s var iable one can show /12/ that £° i s given 

oy the unique solution of the algebraic equation 

LL(6) = *d \\{ ~ lG\\^{ , (2 .9) 

where n is the Hardy space of bounded analytic functions 

/13/, and the L norm was denoted as usually. 

In this relation the funstion h is defined as /13/ 
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The result? exposed above were obtained in the simplest 

application of the method, which involved only a single partial 

wave. It is clear that the information, both experimental and 

theoretical, on the higher partial waves, yields additional 

constraints upon the S-waves and is expected to narrow the 

range of the allowed values for AL0, A.^ . Particularly, the 

influence of the specific features of- the i -wave, such as the 

value of the scattering length A., and the presence of the 0 

meson is of much theoretical interest and the answers to this 

problem are still very different. In the next section we pre

sent the general formulation of the method which allows to -

treat rigorously the correlation betweentseveral partial waves. 

l». The general method 

We shall consider a finite number of 7CTT partial 

waves }i(t) , i = 1, ... , m. , the index i, taking into 

account both the isospin and the orbital momentum indices. 

We asoume for convenience that the conformai mapping discussed 

in Section 2 was already performed, t>o that in the variable 

2 the analyticity domain of 4-̂  is the unit disk|*|<i. 

The functions 1* obey a sst of linear integral relations 

along the vnphysical region C d h £ M* (which in the variable 

Î is the diameter - 1 £ x £ 1). These relations can be 

written in the general foin. 

where the functions %«; are polynomials in J* , multiplied 

by the Jacobian 1 &A / <Lz | of the conformai transformation. The 
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relations (4.1) which express crossing symmetry» may be consi

dered as an alternative to the Roy system of equations, for 

establishing correlations among-a finite number of partial waves. 

It is important to point out here that we are able to treat ri

gorously these constraints together with the information avai

lable upon separate partial waves, AS it was discussed in detail 

in Section 2, this information consists from the experimental 

data Ĵ  € (j) with the errors ££ttM+(s) $ known for 

5 = «** , 0 < 0i ^ T I3- and t h e absolute bounds M«. (s) 

/11,21/ given along a suitable curve in the complex A-plane, 

which iu supposed to be brought onto the left semicircle in the 

5 -plane, S- € , TT/z £ Q ^ 7T • A? concerns the low eViergy 

region, which corresponds to 5 = e *a » 0 ̂  0 < % » we 

assure along it an effective range parametrizat ion J; (<*•<,*) , 

defined in terms of the scattering lengths /OLK . As in Sect. 2, 

we shall Measure the consistency of the low energy behaviour 

with the above experimental and theoretical input, by the mini

mal deviation £° of the "admissible" partial waves from the 

explicit parametrizat ions J^ ( xi« s) • Therefore, the 

above conditions can be put together in the form 

||,f0 - 4,(0 I < g , ( 0 ^-i...*,|FJ = /| (..2) 

where the functions' %i(%) and £»• fs) are defined as in (2.10) 

and (2.12) respectively. 

The relations (4.1) and (4.2) represent a set of cons

traints upon the analytic functions £•(?) » *n terms if the 

input, consisting from the functions |L- . £^_> li* and 

the constants Zc • Now» ** may happen that for a certain, 
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fixed input the above condition are too stringent,so that there 

are no analytic functions 1-i obeying them. This remark is fun

damental for the philosoph" of our method, namely, from the 

above input we have the freedom to vary the scattering lengths 

,CL± (which ente1* "•*($) ) and the deviations £*• along the 

low energy region (which appear in £tf5) ). The problem amounts 

then to establishing the limitations that must be imposed to Xi± 

and Bi , such that the relations (4.1) a;id (4.2) admit solu

tions. In this way we can find minimal deviations £. , for 

given scattering lengths Xt^ or we can decide wnich are the 

allowed values of ,#.* , if some phenomenologically estimated 

errors £* are taken as input. 

As we shall show below , the treatment of this problem 

leads to a minimum norm problem for a convex set of vector-va

lued analytic functions. First, we notice that the relations 

(4.1) and (4.2) can be written in the equivalent form: 

where C^ (*) are outer functions defined as in (3.11). When the 

functions K-is) are the partial waves tha constants ^ ente

ring the right hand side cf (4.3b) are equal to zero and the 

convex set of vector valued functions becomes a subspace. How

ever, we shall treat in the following the general case, at least 

pfie of hi t 0 , since the problem takes this form when £• 

satisfy other constraints at unphysical energies or when one 

works with the S - matrix elements Si = 1 - [h**- A) /. /i6/. 

The study of the consistency conditions for the input i.e. oi 
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the conditions in thich the relations Ci.3) admit solutions 

is,due to the crossing conditions (^.3*0, much more complicated 

than the previous problem (2.9). In ref. /16/ wt investigated 

in detail, in connection with the derivation of absolute bound3 

on the partical waves at unphysier* points, the case of a single 

function, subjected to a number f integral constraints. For com

pleteness we shall treat here the general vectorial case C*.3). 

In the present section we shall only formulate the problem in a 

convenient way and we shall give the final result, i.e. the des

cription of the range of allowed values for the free parameters 

of our approach. The duality theorem applied for solving the 

problem and some remarks concerning the proof are given in the 

Appendix. 

The starting point of the analysis is the remark that, 

due to the dependence of the left hand sides of (U.3a) upon the 

parameters £4 , the largest range of allowed values for these 

parameters will be obtained, as in Sect. 2, by taking the infi-

mum cf the norms C».3a) with respect to the functions i^ , 

restricted by the additional conditions (U.3b). 

As it is s'nown in /16/, for solving this problem it is 

convenient to embed it from the initial H space into the f-j -

-Hilbert space. Therefore, the conditions C».3a) are shown to 

be exactly equivalent to the set of inequalities 

IIJJÎ" ii 

where, as explained in /l6/, A^ are outer functions from the 

unit sphere of H /13/, and the extrema over a4 are cons

trained by the relations (*».3b). This problem was treated in 
n 

/l6/ separately for each amplitude ','.. , by splitting the in-
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tegral conditions (4.3b) in constant terms containing only a 

simple fui.'.l. i: i, a final optimization upon these constants sub

jected to a set of linear relations being finally performed. 

In what follows we shall give alternatively a compact vectorial 

solution, based on the remark that the conditions (4.4) can be 

obviously expressed in the equivalent form 

** ** -4 £ di !( i r ' ̂  G< 1* ̂  * {> 

which can be verified immediately. In this way, we obtain after 

some evident transformations of functions, that the required do

main of consistency is described analytically by the inequality 

(4.5a) 

where by j \ we have denoted the convex set 

A 

By applying the duality theorem formulated in the Appen

dix, the nontrivial part of the above extremum problem, i.e. the 
0 

infimum over ;.c can be explicitely solved. In what follows we 

shall give directly the solution ., the actual proof involving 

only minor modifications with respect to the scalar case treated 

in /16/. 

In order to write down in a compact form the final re

sult, we have to introduce some notations. Wr define f̂ 'rnt the 

coef ficientr; 
A 
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Tf the relations (4.1) are linear independent we can construct 

the 4i x •fi matrix 

A -

c n £47. -••• £ *z 

\^V 

such that 

A - Jet A * 0 . 

(4.7) 

In (4.7) are nonnegative indices satisfying 

2_ A, " -fv -We denote now by J\' the matrix obtained 

by deleting from A. the column X, , and by A S.m. the determi

nant of the matrix obtained by deleting from t\ the row /*-

and the column /m. . Let us define further the A x A matrix 
i 

X as 

X. = L + i 
<J " * j 

A A- A^, ^ , ^j2l.-f, ( 4 . 6 ) 

where the number 

11 ; 1 

3 ljtm are given by the integrals 

r 1 -^ „A 
? ( ̂  . 9) 

with the convention th t if 1 = 0 the corresponding arm in 

I 
the above sum is missing. Por whet follows we need the eigen

values A ^ and, the eigenvectors V of the matrix X » ;••••'• 

also the new matrix U defined as 
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Let us introduce further the functions 

C*.10) 

&H+T?*1 

[ixrT-y^l^M^S-r) 

A w 

(dfcx^tt/c^oyofs-x) 

(1.UÎ 

in terras of which we compute the coefficients 

which we arrange in the row J\ — f K L ^ a s follows 

If we define now the numbers 

1*4 4-

P. . . , "{ (tj 
>4*<»-f, (4. 1 3 ) 

we can write down explicitely the infimum over { iij in C».5a), 

so that this inequality becomes 

f 

(H.1M 

In this relation, by \A±%>iGi)„ we have denoted the nonana-

lytic projection of the corresponding complex function defined 
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on the boundary of the unit disk, and hence 

Tne inequality (4.14) is our final result describing the com

patibility conditions for the relations (4.1) and (4.2). In 

practice» we have to recall that the expression in the left 

hand side of (4.1*0 depends on the parameters free in our ap

proach, i.e. the scattering lengths Xli and the low energy de

viations E± . The inequality ('4.1'») describes therefore the 

range of the allowed values for these parameters. The only prac

tical complication of the above description consists in the ma

ximization upon the outer functions ;QK , which remained in 

(4.11). However, it is useful to recall that, with every 

choice of an admissible A^ , we have through (4.14) an ap

proximation from outside of the required domain. Moreover, with 

some useful guess of J2K , we can, as discussed in /16/, 

approach rather closely the exact solution. 
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APPgWDII 

We applied the following duality theorem 1221 \ let 
X1 be a point in a normed vector apace A and let A. de

note its distance from the convex set K. ; then 

1 ~ jiJr [|«-Xj| = «*** [<*o.x*>-^ <z,x*>]Kăl) 

where x**- X , X being the dual of X and the maximum 
on the right is achieved by some Z^ €. /£ 

In our problem, the space X consists from the set 

of vector-valued complex functions ft - /^j*,/» d*fined 

on J = •£*• , - 7C < d 4 X , such that fl £ |J4 ^ cO , 

where the norm is 

u i : « £ i<x 
* * * i 

Particularly, from (4.5a) the element X4 is seen to be the 

vector function with components equal to A fu4- 6v , 

•4fi i,... /n .As for the convex , it is the subset 

of J\ consisting from the vector-valued analytic funcţiona 
r = { t*I<» with the components restricted by the 

linear relations (4.5b). 
The description of the dual space X. i* given by 

Riesz theorem /13,22/. In our particular case X !• identi
cal with j \ , to that the supresn» to be evaluated ip (Al) 
can be written in the form 
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m 

I 

The evaluation of this maximum, which led to the relation 

(Vl*0 is a simple generalization of the technique described 

in /16/. 



TABLE I 

v 
0.35 

0.16 

- 0 .1 

- 0 .5 

- 0 .3 

- 0.013 

0.21» 

0.8 

0 .1 

2 .0 

*2 

- 0 .1 

- 0.0*5 

T 0.2 

0.2 
1 

0.2 

- 0.015 

- 0 .06 

0 . 1 

- 0 .1 

1.0 

aoo= T<V2a2> 

0.05 

0.023 

- 0 .166 

- 0.033 

0.033 

- 0.01*3 

0.04 

0.33 

- 0.033 

1'??. 

£ ° . « 5 

2.19 

2 .08 

2 .2 

1.72 

1.75 

2.02 

2.12 

2.09 

2 .13 

15 .2 
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